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About This Game

Dateline: Earth, 1999. An unprovoked alien invasion is underway. You, a total badass, don't really appreciate it. You won't stand
for it. You're downright outraged. You pack up some essentials--guns, cigars, whiskey--and head out into the night. Little do you

know that tonight you will make history. This is: Operation Hardcore.

Operation Hardcore is an action-packed 2D side-scrolling shooter inspired by classic twitchy action games of yesteryear, but
with modern touches and conveniences.

fight your way past enemies using a range of weapons

double-jump your way around obstacles and hazards

activate your traditional plasma-based shield to deflect enemy fire

drink some whiskey to slow time and increase damage (...at the expense of mental clarity)

strap on a jetpack and get airborne for some classic forced-scrolling challenges

collect coins to purchase items, weapons and upgrades between levels
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meet or beat level par times to earn yourself a brag-worthy Badass Rank(™)

grab a friend for some friendly and/or competitive 2 player local co-op

Game Features

12 levels of fiery, bloody, explosive-y alien-blasting mayhem

4 playable badasses

analog controls for precise 360 degree aiming

modern sound design and electronic soundtrack by Snug

intense 2 player local co-op

modern particle/atmospheric and lighting effects

multiple difficulty settings, upgrade paths and secret areas

achievements and unlockables for the overachieving, enterprising badass
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Title: Operation Hardcore
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Cosmocat
Publisher:
Cosmocat
Release Date: 28 Dec, 2016
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This is wonderful party game. If you have up to 9 controllers to connect and a screen to sit around, having everyone race and
punch each other to the finish lines has been hours of fun.

I can't speak to the single player but just the party game aspect has been worth it to me.. Very nice game for the price! Its very
hard when the girls are dancing at the same time as you are trying to keep the rytm o.0 Funny idea :D. A very nice route that
starts extremely busy, but changes to single track later on.. Hubbardium, the metal they gather in their mines.
Sounds like Ron Hubbard, founder of Scientology, had its own metal.

Generaly not so bad like the most reviews say.
Its very simple so if you search for an shooter
where you just cant run and shoot trough the levels here it is.
Not searching for really hidden things n stuff.

- Why the jumping feel so weird, maye because it not earth so you have more like lunar gravity
- All the bugs people talk about, sorry, no bugs for me. Looks like they fixed everything.

Intro has a Total Recall like soundtrack.. Great game, I enjoyed, and will still, many hours of this game.
It is a sandbox game with elements from Borderlands and Skyrim. (No it's not a minecraft clone because of the blocks!)
The feeling you get when you found a better sniper than before and succesfully install a upgrade element to it never gets old.
I highly recommend trying the demo of the game first (which can be found on phr00t's website.) to see if you like the game
enough.
Rate: 9\/10. This game is very fun but also can be sort of fustrating if you're not very patient. Took me a while to get use to the
controls on keyboard and aren't bad with a controller. You can't really change the keybindings, there are 2 presets. The
keybindings use the WASD and arrow keys as preset A and NUM keys with WASD keys as preset B (keyboard).

Playing for about an hour at the time of the review, there's not a large variety of monsters, but there could be many I haven't got
to yet. The two bosses I've been at right now seem to have familiar tactics and AI. But that hasnt stopped them from being
unique from each other. (Of course) They are different creatures, but are the same as the smaller versions of them around the
dungeons.

The replayability is there, but may get old if you keep dieing. The dungeon will not change for a while until you die around 3-5
times before changing. Each time, you can get an item from (I'm going to call it the Chest) the Chest that makes you stronger.
You can also upgrade the items with coins you find around the dungeons.
There are two modes you can choose from when creating a character, one will only make you lose XP when you die and the
other deleting your character completely. If you are into rouge-likes, hardcore is for you. but if you just want to play and enjoy
the game for what it is, softcore is what you'll want.

This game is interesting and would definitely recommend you to try this.. Simple idea, decent implementation. Looking forward
to co-op and competitive multiplayer. Controls feel rough for Oculus. Had to make myself smaller in order to feel comfortable
standing in front of the loading area. Aside from that, it's a great start to a casual VR experience.. This game is like Burnout 3:
Takedown's Crash mode. It is simple and fun.. its a interesant game, i love the levels. Frederic is back with a new piano, a new
ride and a new look. He no longer looks like a dirty Van Helsing, now he looks like a wanna be Michael Jackson. I have carpal
tunnel in my left wrist after beating the game. I prefer the other games musical tracks to this one. These tracks are rather long
and quite hard to beat on higher difficulty. Anyways, can't beat the price.
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Nice film, good art good story nice character design. Hey, I'll play with you some other time!. die Nazi Die!. I'm from Turkey
and I can't run RC without using vpn.. Achievements.
Easy 100% / 90min.
Just launch the game and Idle!. You get one track. You cannot do Time Attack or hot lap or Time Trial...whatever it is called.
You get your choice of six teams, format is not the same as the one that took place in 2016, nor are all the riders available. The
format does not run the same as the actual SMX Riders Cup either. While this track can be fun at times, and it is quite
enjoyable lapping riders, it also seems to be very glitchy. Sometimes I think I'm playing Mario Kart with the weird events that
will happen. There is a double that forms odd ruts that will flip your rider on landing. There is a turn that the AI often fail to
negotiate . This results in you being punted off the track while they continue on. I've been pushed very wide for the holeshot
more times than I can count, though that one is just the overall AI's failure to notice you exist at times and exists in all game
modes. And, supringsly, when riding in MX2, I will have Tim Gasjer all up on me for the entire race, but not MX1, despite my
lap times being less than a second apart. And sometimes I will crash out of nowhere, several times mind you, when attempting to
pass a rider. I doubt rubberbanding AI, but....completing a perfect season on Realistic with no rewinds and restarts was easier.

Milestone doesn't seem to add much DLC to their MXGP series, and I guess I should be thankful for a track that causes me to
swear more than..., I don't know, Gordon Ramsey? But, despite the sometimes fun nature of a pseudo SX track, it's not worth
the money or glitches. If you must have it, I'm sure after time it will go down to a sum that is reasonable to part with..... Cynical.
That's what this game felt like to me. Maybe that was the point, maybe it wasn't, I honestly couldn't tell you.

Playing the whole game, getting 100%, the game felt simultaneously like a scathing parody or commentary of everything it was
involved in, but at the same time felt played incredibly straight. It was like it could never decide what it wanted to be, and
because of that, ended up just feeling muddled and like there was no point. And yet I felt as though I was being taunted by the
fact that there WAS no point, because isn't that the whole point in itself? It was a very confused and twisted message through
the whole game.

To be honest, I'm sure most of you are interested in this game because of the visuals. Me too. I can't deny the visuals are a
serious spectacle, I really enjoyed them for a good portion of the game, although they definitely fall off in the later half,
particularly once you get on a ship and from that point on. However, I must also mention that even earlier on, this game may
cause eye strain, as I was getting mild headaches from playing it even for shorter periods of time.

Speaking of the later half of the game though. It feels like the most effort got put into the first few areas to really catch your
attention and then it dwindles slowly into a more and more hopeless and colorless game. You could say that's the point, but
again, I'd say that doesn't inherently make the game better for it.

The game itself has a lot of jokes that are very hit-or-miss, for a pretty good chunk of them I just found myself awkwardly
staring at the joke for a second or two and then moving on to the next thing, which was usually yet another joke. Maybe I'm just
too jaded for the jokes in this game, so I'll blame myself for that one and say I could definitely see someone else enjoying them,
but I do think the humor should still be brought up for consideration when buying the game.

Not gonna lie though, humor aside, this game has a huge problem with the ol' "oh sorry, this thing I made you do was pointless.
ANYWAY too bad" lines, and I don't dig that. It's such a backhanded way of saying that the devs knew they made something
for padding and they don't care.

If there's one thing I have to give the game though, the soundtrack is genuinely fantastic. The ending song for the game is a
delight and I will probably stick it on a playlist. If you decide to not purchase the game, definitely look into the game's music.. I
really love the concept of the game and visual representation, but it's just not enough, is it? It's to small, there's nothing to do
there. I only wish the map was larger with more interactions. I finished the game in 25 minutes. I tryed to enjoy it as it was very
easy but I just can't recommend this game. It's most likely unplayable for all the bugs and glitches. I tryed to lower the graphic
settings but that wouldn't stop the lasers from showing at certain levels. Might be worth buying for the 1500 Achievements
though, and you'll get a average time of 20-60 minutes when completed all the levels.
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